LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 1

Title: Atlanta Journal headline.
Identifier: 1934-08-17 AJ2
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Aug 17 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Journal
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "Cotton Declines on Threatening Textile Strike News."
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 2

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, August 19, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-08-19 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Aug 19 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "Wool, Silk, Rayon Workers Vote to Strike in Sympathy with Cotton Union Walkout."
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF ’34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 3

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, August 30, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-08-30 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Aug 30 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: “Textile Paralysis Made Certain As Efforts to Avert Walkout Collapse.”
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library’s Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 4

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, August 31, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-08-31 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Aug 31 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "Cotton Mill Strike Called For Saturday; Order's Effectiveness Remains in Doubt."
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
Lesson 2: The Uprising of '34: The General Textile Strike of 1934 – Image 5

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, September 1, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-09-01 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Sept 1 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "100,000 Woolen Workers Ordered to Join Cotton Textile Unions in Strike Tonight."
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 6

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, September 2, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-09-02 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Sept 2 1934
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "Eleventh-Hour Efforts to Avert Mill Strike Fail; 150,000 Silk Workers Ordered to Join Walkout"
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 7

Title: Atlanta Constitution banner headline, September 3, 1934.
Identifier: 1934-09-03 AC
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections.
Contributor: Georgia State University Library.
Temporal Coverage: Sept 3 1394
Spatial Coverage: Atlanta, GA
Creator: Atlanta Constitution.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: "Spectre of Violence and Economic Loss Casts Shadow on U.S. as Labor Day Dawns."
Rights: Copyright held by Atlanta Journal and Constitution; reproduced with permission.
Size: newsprint
Source: Georgia State University Library.
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: microfiche

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
Lesson 2: The Uprising of ’34: The General Textile Strike of 1934, Images 1-10

Title: Photograph of man and child seeding cotton, Coopers, Baldwin County, Georgia, ca. 1920-1939
Identifier: bal053
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920s-1930s
Spatial Coverage: Milledgeville, GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Coopers, ca. 1920s-1930s. Man and child seeding cotton on a farm near Milledgeville
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
Lesson 2: The Uprising of '34: The General Textile Strike of 1934 – Image 9

Title: Photograph of African-American woman sweeping her yard, Baldwin County, Georgia, between 1925 and 1950
Identifier: bal155
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1925-1950
Spatial Coverage: Baldwin County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Baldwin County, 1925-1950. Black woman named Lillian shown sweeping her yard with a brush broom.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
LESSON 2: THE UPRISING OF '34: THE GENERAL TEXTILE STRIKE OF 1934 – IMAGE 10

Title: Photograph of the interior of a grocery store, Winder, Barrow County, Georgia, 193-
Identifier: brw099
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1930s
Spatial Coverage: Winder, Barrow County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Winder, 1930s. Interior of the grocery store owned by R.C. Sharpton, located on Candler Street. Note the soda fountain at the right. Sharpton hamburgers were sold here as well as hot dogs for $.05. All the coffee you could drink was $.05. These prices held as late as 1947. Many textile workers came here for their meals. Left to right: Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Sharpton, Ben Hell bowman, Doris Rowden, Mrs. Annie Jackson, Mrs. Vernie Shrapton, Lottie Banks
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.